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Ensemble forecasts are run operationally to determine fore-
cast uncertainty arising from initial condition, model physics
and boundary condition uncertainty. However, global config-
uration ensembles, which use a convection parametrization
scheme, maymiss uncertainty because of themisrepresen-
tation of intense convection by such schemes. Here the im-
pacts of the misrepresentation of Mesoscale Convective
Systems (MCSs) on downstream ensemble forecast skill and
evolution are determined for a case study. MCS perturba-
tions (calculated from the difference between output from
convection-parametrizing and convection-permittingMet
Officemodel configurations) are added to six members of a
global configuration ensemble created by downscaling fore-
casts from the global version of theMet Office Global and
Regional Ensemble Prediction System.
For the first 36 h differences grow on the convective

scale related to theMCSs leading to systematic deepening
of a developing UK cyclone, although there is damping of
the perturbations found in root mean square difference cal-
culations between the forecasts with andwithout the per-
turbations (particularly in mean sea level pressure). Subse-
quently, differences grow rapidly onto the synoptic scale
and by five days impact the entire northern hemisphere. The
MCS perturbations can have systematic effects on the en-
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semble forecasts (e.g. a systematic displacement of a down-
stream cyclone is found), but for this case, there is no dis-
cernible change in forecast skill as measured by rootmean
square error of the ensemblemeans and the effects of the
MCS perturbations are smaller than those generated by the
initial condition perturbations. The spread of the combined
ensemble (the two ensembles with and without the MCS
perturbations) is larger than that of the individual ensem-
bles. Thus, perturbing convection-parametrizingmodels to
include PV anomalies associated with MCSs represented
in convection-permitting forecasts, or idealised represen-
tations of them, produces alternative realisations to those
generated by initial condition perturbations and has the po-
tential to be useful operationally.
K E YWORD S
potential vorticity, convection-permitting, forecast error,
convection, MOGREPS-G,Met Office UnifiedModel, MCS

1 | INTRODUCTION
Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are an amalgamation or organisation of individual thunderstorms and were
defined broadly by Houze (2004) as cumulonimbus cloud systems that produce a contiguous precipitation area ∼100
km or more in at least one direction. They can be associated with severe local weather such as heavy rain, hail and
strong winds. However, they can also impact the predictability of weather downstream. For example, Rodwell et al.
(2013) linked six-day forecast busts for Europe toMCSs over North America. Previous studies have demonstrated that
MCS events can be poorly represented by numerical weather prediction (NWP)models, particularly those with a grid
coarse enough to require a convective parametrization scheme. Although current global configuration NWPmodels,
with grid-spacings of about 10 kmmay be able to represent the structure of a matureMCS system, suchmodels require
a parametrization scheme for deep convection to represent the initiation and growth of MCS systems and average
(steady-state) effect of the associated individual convective up- and downdraughts.

Potential vorticity (PV) is a useful diagnostic for the characterization ofMCS structure since diabatic processes
such as the mid-tropospheric heating in MCSs are a source of PV. Done et al. (2006) found that lenses of negative
PV, associatedwith anticyclonic circulations, developed near the tropopause in NWP simulations ofMCS events that
represented convectionexplicitlywhereas thesedidnotdevelop inotherwise equivalent simulations inwhich convection
was parametrized. Similarly, Chagnon and Gray (2009) illustrated and explained the larger amplitude horizontal
variations in PV found in higher resolution (1-km grid spacing) convection-permitting simulations compared to coarser
resolution (12-kmgrid spacing) convection-parametrizing simulations. Gray (2001) perturbed convection-parametrizing
simulations of four cases studieswith idealised PV structures chosen to resemble those associatedwithMCSs and found
some reduction in mean sea-level pressure forecast errors. One proposed reason for the typically insufficient ensemble
spread in operational ensemble prediction systems is a failure to properly represent the characteristics ofMCSs, which
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also have inherently low predictability due to their evolution from sub-grid scales in convection-parametrizing models:
Shutts (2017) proposed that vorticity and divergence perturbations associated withMCSs are one of the dominant
sources of the randommodel error that is alleviated by stochastic physics schemes in ensemble prediction systems.
An insufficiently simulated upscale error growth has also been noted by Sun and Zhang (2016) as being one of the
reasons for the underdispersion issue in ensemble predictions. The aim of this study is to assess the impact of the
misrepresentation ofMCSs by global (convection-parametrizing) models on downstream ensemble forecast skill and
spread.

Latent heat release associated with deep convection is known to be an important mechanism for upscale error
growth from initially-localised convective scales that can influence the large-scale flow (Zhang et al., 2002, 2003; Zhang,
2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2004; Hohenegger and Schar, 2007a; Selz and Craig, 2015b; Bei and Zhang, 2007).
A consequence of this mechanism is that mesoscale and synoptic-scale predictability can be limited by small-scale,
small-amplitude initial errors wheremoist convection occurs. Errors occurring on the convective scale associated with
moist processes growmuch faster than errors on the synoptic scale, with saturation occurring after approximately 24
hours (Hohenegger and Schar, 2007a). A three-stage upscale error growth conceptual model has been proposed: see
Zhang et al. (2007) for this conceptual model developed from results from idealisedmoist baroclinic wave experiments
and Selz and Craig (2015b) for case studies that illustrate the conceptual model. These three stages of error growth
are (i) rapid growth over the convective scale of small-scale errors associated withmoist processes, (ii) a change in the
character of the errors from that of convective-scale unbalancedmotions to onemore closely related to large-scale
balanced (synoptic-scale) motions, and (iii) growth of the large-scale (balanced) components of the errors with the
background baroclinic instability. The last of these stages can impact on downstream forecast predictability. Similarly,
upscale error growth has been shown to occur in convection-permitting global medium-rangemodels for initially small
differences inmoist convection, resulting in a loss of predictability at global scales (Mapes et al., 2008). Rodwell et al.
(2013) found that six-day European busts were associatedwith a common initial condition (IC) that was evident in a
composite of 584 events of high convective available potential energy (CAPE) to the east of a trough over the Rockies in
North America, a situation frequently leading toMCSs; thus poor forecasts ofMCSs can cause upscale error growth
that impacts the synoptic-scale forecasts days after theMCS itself, leading to forecast busts downstream. The Rockies
trough was part of a Rossby wave train that stretched across the North Atlantic, providing a pathway for forecast
differences over North America to influence Europe. Two possible causes of the reduced forecast predictability were
explored by Rodwell et al. (2013): initial condition (IC) uncertainty andmodel error. They found a strong sensitivity to
ICs in a case study of a specific bust event and a strong relationship between the IC perturbation over North America
and six-day forecast error over Europe for a givenmember of their operational ensemble. They also inferred a possible
role for model physics error in this case study since the diabatic and frictional processes acting in the MCSs were
diagnosed tomodify the Rossby wave structure, slowing the eastward propagation of the wave structure and opposing
the adiabatic advection term. Negative PV tendencies on the 330-K isentropic surface above the region of strong
positive CAPE anomalies were speculated to have arisen because of the PV "destruction" above the convective heating
maximum. Tropopause-level PV anomalies associated with tropical cyclones undergoing extratropical transition have
similarly been shown to slow down the propagation of Rossby waves through amplification of the tropopause (Grams
and Archambault, 2016; Quinting and Jones, 2016; Riemer et al., 2008). In our study we similarly contrast these causes
of reduced forecast predictability by comparing two ensembles of simulations both generated using operational IC
perturbations: an ensemble with additional perturbations compensating for the poor representation of theMCSs in the
forecasts (so-calledMCS perturbations) and an ensemble without these perturbations.

As stated above, the aim of this study is to investigate the possible impacts of poor representation of MCSs on
ensemble global NWPmodel forecasts with parametrized convection. In particular, the impact ofMCS perturbations,
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inserted to represent the poorly-represented MCSs, are contrasted with just the impact of IC perturbations used
operationally to generate ensemble forecasts. The MCS perturbations are derived from the difference between
simulations of theMCS event from a limited area convection-permitting configuration and the global configuration of
the sameNWPmodel (theMetOffice Unifiedmodel: MetUM). A case study from July 2012, chosen as a typical example
of EuropeanMCSs and which included aMCS that tracked over the UK, is used. In the companion study by (Clarke
et al., 2019, hereafter ‘Part 1’), it has been shown that the PV structure associated with the UK-trackingMCS in the
convection-permitting simulation output is more intense, even after coarse-graining to the resolution of a convection-
parametrizing simulation, than the equivalent PV structure in the output of that convection-parametrizing simulation.
Here the derived MCS perturbations are added to an ensemble of convection-parametrizing model simulations to
determine the impact on ensemble forecast skill and spread. We use an ensemble to examine the impact of theMCSs on
the spread of forecasts because the inherent low predictability ofMCSs implies that improved representation ofMCS
characteristics would not necessarily lead to an improvement in a single (i.e. deterministic) forecast.

A brief summary of the case study is given in Sec. 2. TheMetUM and configurations used, the generation of the
MCS perturbations and the diagnostics used to evaluate the ensemble are described in Sec. 3. An overview of the
systematic downstream impact of the MCS perturbations in the ensembles is given in Sec. 4, Sec. 5 focusses on the
impact on forecast skill and Sec. 6 describes the comparison of the impacts of the IC andMCS perturbations. Finally,
Sec. 7 contains the conclusions.

2 | OVERVIEW OF THE MCS CASE STUDY: 5–6 JULY 2012

An overview of the case study is presented in Part 1 and hence only a brief summary is included here. The MCSs
developed in a synoptic environment termed themodified Spanish Plume by Lewis and Gray (2010). Figure 1(a) shows
the mature low to the west of the UK at about the time of convective initiation of a MCS (hereafter MCS-A) over
southern France early on 5 July (Fig. 1(d)). ThisMCS tracked towards the UK and by early evening on the same day lay
along a cold front in a slack low pressure region (Fig. 1(b)) with the cloud shield spanning from southeast England to
the near continent (Fig. 1(e)). Further convection (which developed into a secondMCS, hereafterMCS-B) formed over
southern France at this time. By early on 6 July (Figs. 1(c, f)) the cloud deriving fromMCS-A hadmoved to cover most of
the UKwith the associated front nowmarked as a warm front.

3 | MET OFFICE UNIFIED MODEL

3.1 | Model andmodel configurations used
This study uses the same version (version 8.2) of theMetUMand identical configurations to those used in Part 1: the
convection-permitting Euro4 and convection-parametrizing Global model configurations. The Euro4 is a 4.4-km grid
spacing configuration with a domain that covers much of Europe and extends to the North Atlantic on a rotated latitude-
longitude grid with 70 vertical levels and a lid at 40 km. The Global configuration has 25-km grid spacing. Additionally
here we use the global model version of theMet Office global and regional ensemble prediction system (MOGREPS-G);
this has 60-km grid spacing. Both the Global configuration andMOGREPS-G have the same 70 vertical levels with a
lid at 80 km. All three of thesemodel configurations were operational, with these grid spacings, at theMetOffice at
the time of the case study (2012). Convection is parametrized in the Global andMOGREPS-G configurations using the
Gregory and Rowntree (1990) scheme. The resolution of the Euro4 configuration lies in the convective "grey zone" for
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

F IGURE 1 MetOffice synoptic analysis charts for (a) 00 UTC 5 July, (b) 18 UTC 5 July 2012 and (c) 00 UTC 6 July
2012 (Archived bywww.wetter3.de, Crown copyright) and infra-red satellite images for (d) 0230UTC 5 July, (e)
1936UTC 5 July and (f) 0220UTC 6 July 2012 (Courtesy of Dundee satellite receiving station). The red and purple
ellipses mark the locations ofMCS-A (red) andMCS-B (purple) discussed in the text in the satellite imagery.A
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which smaller showers will need to be parametrized but larger andmore intense showers can be represented explicitly.
To achieve this the Euro4 configuration uses a version of the Gregory and Rowntree (1990) convection parametrization
that has been adapted for convective grey-zone resolutions such that the activity of the scheme is restricted through a
modified CAPE closure (Roberts, 2003). Despite this modification and consequent more realistic representation of
convective showers, this version of the Euro4 configuration typically produces showers that are too few, too intense,
too organised andwhich initiate too late (Lean et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2016). The Euro4 simulations used boundary
conditions and ICs from the associated Global configuration simulation. Global configuration simulations either used
ICs from operational analyses or from aMOGREPS-G simulation as appropriate.

3.2 | Perturbation insertionmethod
Asdescribed in Part 1,MCSperturbations are calculated from the difference betweenoutput variables fromcorrespond-
ing Global and Euro4 configuration simulations with the Euro4 output reconfigured to the Global configuration vertical
levels and coarse-grained to 25-km grid spacing (the grid-spacing of the Global configuration). The coarse-graining is
performed by averaging the Euro4 output to the resolution of the Global configuration although the procedure is com-
plicated by the rotated latitude-longitude grid used by the Euro4model (as explained in Section 3.2 of Part 1). The fields
used are the zonal (u) andmeridional (v ) components of wind, and potential temperature (θ). Using these three variables
a so-called ‘MCS perturbation’ file is created. The perturbations are calculated over a limited area, chosen to encompass
the region ofwestern Europe covered by the twoMCSs that developed in this case (40–54◦N, 8.0◦W–7.8◦E). This region
will also include perturbations that are attributable to synoptic-scale divergence between the convection-parametrizing
and the convection-permitting simulations; however, these perturbations are relatively small as expected after only 12
hours of model forecast (see Fig. 5(c,d) in Part 1 which shows the differences between the convection-parametrizing
and the convection-permitting deterministic simulations after 15 hours of forecast). The dependence of the impact of
MCS perturbations on the types of perturbations (perturbations inserted over all levels, near-tropopause levels only,
mid-troposphere levels only, and near-tropopause levels with amplitude increased by a factor of three) was examined
in Part 1. Although perturbations inserted at all levels had greater impact on the downstreamRossbywave structure
than those inserted over a limited range of levels, the near-tropopause perturbations had a greater impact than the
mid-troposphere perturbations (comparing just the un-amplified perturbations). Here only the perturbations inserted
at all levels are examined.

TheMCS perturbation file is formatted as a unifiedmodel fields file (also known as an ancillary file) and inserted
into themodel simulation using themodel’s incremental analysis update (IAU) scheme (Clayton, 2012). The IAU scheme
is designed to accept updates to the three fields used as well as to other basic variables, but cannot accept updates
to PV directly; hence the associated circulation and temperature fields are updated as a surrogate to updates in PV.
Pairs of Global configuration simulations with and without the inclusion of theMCS perturbation files (one pair for each
Global configuration simulation downscaled from theMOGREPS-G ensemble members) were run for five days starting
at 18 UTC 5 July 2012, whenMCS-Awasmature, and the differences between the two simulations analysed.

The IAU scheme allows increments to be added gradually over several timesteps with the fraction added at each
timestep being determined by a (discrete) IAUweighting function (Bloom et al., 1996). The gradual insertion prevents
some of the spurious noise that would otherwise be created. Here the increments are added uniformly over a 60-minute
period at every 10-minute timestep. The IAU scheme is also used (here and operationally) to insert the IC perturbations
into theMOGREPS-G simulations.
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3.3 | Ensemble generation

To investigate the systematic impact of theMCS perturbations on flow evolution, five operational MOGREPS-G ensem-
ble IC perturbation files (chosen randomly from the 24members used operationally at 00 UTC 5 July 2012: members 1,
5, 12, 15 and 21) and the operationalMOGREPS-G start dump for 00 UTC 5 July 2012 are used to generate six 60-km
grid spacingMOGREPS-G simulations (a Control and the fivemembers with IC perturbations). These simulations are
run for 3 hours (until 03 UTC) and then reconfigured to the Global configuration resolution (25-km grid spacing). The
experimental design can be seen in Figure 2. These six Global configuration simulations are run from 03 UTC 5 July
for 15 hours (until 18 UTC) and start dumps are produced at 06 and 18 UTC 5 July. The six start dumps at 06 UTC
are each used to initialise Euro4 configuration simulations which are then run from 06 UTC to 18 UTC 5 July 2012.
AnMCS perturbation file is calculated for all model levels for each of the six ensemblemembers using the difference
between the 18UTC output of each Global simulation and the corresponding coarse-grained output from the Euro4
simulation from the sameMOGREPS-G simulation; hence, six differentMCS perturbation files are created. TheMCS
perturbations have a similar magnitude to the IC perturbations added to theMOGREPS-G simulations (up to 15ms−1
for the u wind component and 4 K for θ (not shown)), but the IC perturbations occur across the whole globe. Finally,
two corresponding six-member, five-day ensemble Global configuration forecasts are generated. These ensembles are
initiated from the previously-generated start dumps valid at 18 UTC 5 July: one with the individual MCS perturbations
added to each ensemblemember (termed EN-MCS) and onewithout anyMCS perturbations (termed EN-NOMCS).

3 UTC
5 July

18 UTC
5 July

18 UTC 
10 July

MOGREPS-G

MCS perturbations added 
(generated from the difference 
between corresponding Global 
and coarse-grained Euro4 outputs)

IC perturbations 
added

00 UTC
5 July

Time (nonlinear)

6 UTC
5 July

Global

MOGREPS-G downscaled 
to Global

Global

Global downscaled 
to Euro4

F IGURE 2 Schematic illustrating the generation of the two corresponding ensemble forecasts with andwithout
MCS perturbations.

3.4 | Ensemble diagnostic methods

Two diagnostics used to evaluate the ensemble forecasts are described here: root mean squared difference (RMSD) and
correspondence ratio (CR).

For this study the RMSD is ameasure of either the differences between (i) a givenmember of an ensemble and the
mean of that ensemble or (ii) a givenmember of one ensemble and the correspondingmember of the other ensemble.
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RMSD is calculated for a chosen field and for a given ensemblemember as√∑N
1 (xi − yi )

2

N
,

where N is the number of points in the domain, xi is the value of the field (at point i ) in the forecast from the given
ensemblemember and yi is the value of the field from either the ensemblemean forecast or corresponding ensemble
member from the other ensemble. Root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated in the sameway as RMSD, but for the
differences between a givenmember of an ensemble and an analysis.

CR is a measure of the spread (or equivalently dispersion) of an ensemble and takes a value from zero to unity with
smaller values indicating larger spread. CR is used as in Gebhardt et al. (2011) tomeasure the fractional occurrence
of an event in ensemblemembers where the event is defined by the exceedance of a given threshold for a particular
variable (e.g. precipitation rates exceeding 0.1mmh−1). CR is calculated as

CR =
N (GPal l )

N (GP ≥ 1)
,

where N (GPal l ) is the number of grid points at which a given event is forecast by all members in the ensemble and
N (GP ≥ 1) is the number of grid points at which the event is forecast by at least one ensemblemember. The CRwas
initially described by Stensrud andWandishin (2000); however, they included an observation in their CR so their CR
was ameasure of forecast quality rather than forecast spread.

4 | DOWNSTREAM INFLUENCE OF MCS PERTURBATIONS: OVERVIEW
The impact of theMCS perturbations on the different ensemblemembers are illustrated in this section at the short-
range (over the first day) and medium-range (after five days). Part 1 also includes analysis of the impact of MCS
perturbations at intermediate timescales and dynamical interpretation of the impact, though this is for global model
forecasts initialised with the operational global model analysis rather than fromMOGREPS-G forecasts as here. Fields
of PV at 250 hPa (PV250 hereafter), precipitation rates andmean sea level pressure (PMSL) are shown to demonstrate
the impact both at near-tropopause level and the surface.

The PV250 fields for the members of the EN-NOMCS ensemble are shown at 19 UTC 5 July (at the end of the
hour over which theMCS perturbations were inserted in the EN-MCS ensemble) in Fig. 3. Here the differences arise
primarily from the IC perturbations added to theMOGREPS-G simulations (at 00UTC on the same day) fromwhich
the equivalent Global configuration simulations were downscaled. While obvious differences can be seen between the
members in the details of the PV250 fields, the broad features are similar. A stratospheric PV filament (high PV values)
associated with an upper-level trough extends from Ireland to theMediterranean in all of the ensemblemembers. The
observedMCSs (MCS-A and -B) are crossing into southeast England and in southeast France, respectively, at this time
(see Fig. 1(e)). MCS-B is clearly associated with reduced values of PV250 in all members: erosion of the northern flank
of the stratospheric filament is evident in all members and negative values of PV250 are present in all members except
member 2. However, there is less evidence ofMCS-A in this field. There are some indications of reduced PV250 over
southeast England in all the ensemblemembers except for member 5, though they cannot be conclusively linked toMCS
activity here. Negative PV250 values in the location of the observed convection over southeast England are only found
for member 2.

At this time (19 UTC 5 July) clear signatures of the perturbations can be seen in the differences in the PV fields
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F IGURE 3 PV250 at 19 UTC 5 July 2012 (1 h after theMCS perturbations were inserted in the EN-MCSmembers)
for the following EN-NOMCS ensemblemembers: (a) Control, (b) member 1, (c) member 2, (d) member 3, (e) member 4
and (f) member 5.
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between the correspondingmembers of EN-NOMCS and EN-MCS (Fig. 4). These PV differences aremainly confined
to the region where the perturbations are inserted and are different for each ensemble member because they are
calculated from the difference between the outputs from the corresponding Euro4 and Global simulations downscaled
from eachMOGREPS-G ensemblemember, where each ensemble member is initialised with different IC perturbations.
The bands of differences along thewestern and southern edges of the perturbation regionmay be a consequence of
small-amplitude, synoptic-scale differences between the Global and Euro4 simulations at this time (13 hours after the
Euro4 simulations were initialised from the downscaled Global simulations). Themagnitude of the PV anomalies added
to eachmember of EN-MCS does not markedly differ (e.g. θ perturbations at 250 hPa typically vary between -4 and 4◦C
(not shown)), but the location of the anomalies varies depending onwhereMCSs were created in the Euro4 and Global
simulations. Negative PV250 differences are found in the centre of the regions where the twoMCSs are simulated,
consistent with the larger amplitude negative PV anomalies in the Euro4 configuration output, compared to the Global
configuration output, even after downscaling to the grid spacing of the Global configuration (see Part 1). Themagnitude
of these negative PV differences is such that absolute negative values of PV250 exist in the EN-MCSmembers at this
time (compare Figs. 3 and 4).

In almost all of the ensemblemembers, in both the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles, precipitation was found
to be occurring in the regions of both observed MCSs at 00 UTC 6 July, six hours after the insertion of the MCS
perturbations in the EN-MCS ensemble (compare Figs. 5 and 6with Fig. 1(f); note that the observed precipitation within
the domain was concentrated over the southeast England and the English channel and in two regions in eastern France
at 00 UTC (not shown)). The exception is ensemble member 5 in which very little precipitation occurred in the region of
MCS-A at this time in both ensembles (though precipitation did occur in the region ofMCS-B). Differences exist though
in the precise location and intensity of the precipitation between ensemble members in a given ensemble (due to the IC
perturbations) and between corresponding ensemblemembers from the EN-NOMCS and EN-MCS ensembles (due
to theMCS perturbations) withMCS-A being noticeably more intense in the Control member andmembers 1 and 4
of EN-MCS than in the corresponding EN-NOMCSmembers. TheMCS perturbations also affect the PMSL field (also
shown in Figs. 5 and 6). Themost noticeable difference is the reduction in PMSL to the east ofMCS-A that occurs in all
ensemble members after insertion of theMCS perturbations. The analysis has aminimum of 1007 hPamarked within a
small cyclone (single closed PMSL contour) over the Netherlands at this time (Fig. 1(c)) and the EN-MCSmembers more
closely agree with this analysis than the EN-NOMCSmembers (mean PMSL for the grid point at 51.56◦N, 4.57◦E is
1007.11 and 1008.11 hPa for the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles, respectively with the PMSL of each EN-MCS
member always less than that of the corresponding EN-NOMCSmember). Hence, perturbations leading to a more
intenseMCS structure are associated with a deeper surface cyclone.

The PV250 fields for the EN-NOMCS members are shown at the end of the five-day forecasts in Fig. 7. The
differences are typical of those found for medium-range ensemble forecasts: for example, while all six members have a
ridge over central Europe (straddling 40◦E), the shape and northwards excursion of the ridge differs betweenmembers.
The differences in PV at the same time arising in each ensemblemember from the insertion of theMCS perturbations
five days previously are shown in Fig. 8. As for the experiments with different types ofMCS perturbations examined
in Part 1, the largest amplitude differences are found to lie in bands, often as positive/negative dipoles, along the
tropopause boundary (2-PVU surface) in the ridge over central Europe. However, the precise location of the differences
and their magnitudes vary between ensemble members. Recent error growth studies using PV-based analysis have
shown differences in the representation of convection (particularly for extratropical cyclones, tropical cyclones and
Rossby waves andwarm-conveyor belts) project onto larger scales prodominently by displacing the sharp PV gradient
associated with the upper-level midlatitude jet, similarly to in this study (Schäfler and Harnisch, 2015; Joos and Forbes,
2016; Grams and Archambault, 2016; Quinting and Jones, 2016). Where PV difference dipoles are alignedwith the
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F IGURE 4 As for Fig. 3 but differences in PV250 (EN-MCSminus EN-NOMCS) overlain with contours of PV250 (in
PVU) from the corresponding EN-NOMCSmembers.
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F IGURE 5 Total precipitation rates and PMSL (contours) at 00 UTC 6 July 2012 for eachmember of EN-NOMCS for
(a) Control member and ensemblemembers (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, (e) 4 and (f) 5. Contours of PMSL (in hPa, contour interval
2 hPa) are overlain.
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F IGURE 6 As Fig. 5, but for eachmember of EN-MCS.
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tropopause, and the tropopause location is not significantly changed by theMCSperturbations, these PVdifferenceswill
be associated with modifications to the upper-tropospheric jet speed. Such changes are consistent with the previously-
documented ability of MCSs to act as a Rossby wave source region leading to the modification and generation of
upper-tropospheric jet streaks that can then propagate downstream (e.g. Perkey andMaddox, 1985;Wolf and Johnson,
1995; Stensrud, 1996). The impact of differences in the representation of convection on upscale error growth has
been investigated by Baumgart et al. (2019) by applying diagnostics based on PV and the envelope of Rossby waves
to convection-parametrizing ensemble forecasts that use the Plant-Craig stochastic convection scheme (Plant and
Craig, 2008). Similar to the findings in our study, they found the strong PV gradient associated with the tropopause is
displaced by error growth associatedwithmoist processes occurring below (with associated latent heat release) and
upper-level divergence projects these errors effectively into the tropopause region. After two days, they found that
error amplification at the large-scale was dominated by differences in the nonlinear near-tropopause dynamics.

5 | DOWNSTREAM INFLUENCE OF MCS PERTURBATIONS: FORECAST SKILL

TheMCS perturbations can have systematic impacts onmedium-range downstream flow evolution despite the vari-
ability between ensemblemembers seen in Fig. 8. This is illustrated by examining a surface low pressure system that
developed over northern Russia, downstream of theMCS perturbation location, five days after theMCS perturbations
were inserted. This systemwas also analysed in Part 1 andwas chosen because theMCS perturbations were found to
lead to the largest differences in PMSL in this region (for the forecasts initialised with the global operational analysis).
Figure 9 shows, for each ensemble member, a comparison between contours of PMSL from the given ensemble member
in both EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS and from the Met Office global model analysis. For each ensemble member the
amplitude and location of the low pressure system is more similar between the two forecasts (with and without the
MCS perturbations) than between either forecast and the analysis: the analysed system is further to the east andmore
intense than the system in all ensemble members. This degree of disparity between the forecasts and the analysis is not
unexpected at this five-day lead time. The forecast low pressure systems also varymore between ensemblemembers
than between the corresponding ensemblemembers from EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS. Hence, the IC perturbations have
more of an impact on the strength and location of the low pressure system than theMCS perturbations. Despite this,
there is a systematic difference between the location of the low pressure systemwhen comparing the corresponding
ensemble members with and without theMCS perturbations: the low pressure system in the EN-MCSmember with the
perturbations is always further to the west or northwest. TheMCS perturbations lead to a slight deepening of the low
pressure system in half of the ensemblemembers (by up to 1 hPa) and a slight weakening in the other half. Finally, the
poorest forecasts of the low pressure system occur in ensemble member 5 of both ensembles. This is the ensemble
member in which there was no precipitation generated associated withMCS-A in both EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS. This
suggests that the poor representation of the MCS in this ensemble member may have been a factor in the poorer
forecast of the downstream low pressure system.

Despite this specific example, a consistent improvement or degradation in forecast skill through inclusion of the
MCS perturbations is not seenwhen considered over a European subdomain (30–70◦N and 50◦W–100◦E; note that
this subdomain is much larger than the region over which the perturbations were added) and over the duration of the
five-day forecast. Figure 10 shows the evolution of RMSE in PMSL for all the individual ensemble members and for
the two ensemblemeans. The difference in RMSE between ensemblemembers from the same ensemble is far greater
than that between corresponding ensemblemembers from the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS simulations. At the end of
the simulations, four of the simulations have been improved by theMCS perturbations (by between 1.1% (member
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F IGURE 7 PV250 at 18 UTC 10 July 2012 for eachmember of EN-NOMCS for (a) Control member, and ensemble
members (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, (e) 4 and (f) 5. The black box in panel (a) indicates the subdomain shown in the panels in Fig 8.A
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F IGURE 8 Differences in PV250 18UTC 10 July 2012 (EN-MCSminus EN-NOMCS) for (a) Control, (b) ensemble
member 1, (c) ensemble member 2, (d) ensemble member 3, (e) ensemble member 4 and (f) ensemble member 5. PV250
from the corresponding EN-NOMCSmember is overlain (2 and 6 PVU contours).
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3) and 1.9% (Control member)), but the simulation for member 2 has been degraded by 4.6% and consequently the
improvement in the ensemble mean is verymodest: the RMSE lines for the two ensemblemeans (thin and thick dashed
grey lines) are indistinguishable in Fig. 10 implying that there is no discernible ensemblemean change in forecast skill
from the addition of theMCS perturbations. Members 2 of EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS also have the worst RMSE at
five days. A low pressure system developed over Kazakhstan inmember 2 at this time that was not present in any of
the other ensemblemembers or in the analysis (not shown); the addition of theMCS perturbations deepened this low
pressure system, enhancing the RMSE compared to the simulation without the perturbations. The lack of a consistent
improvement in forecast skill over a broad region and five-day forecast is not unexpectedwhen considering a single
case study and bearing inmind the limitations in the predictability ofMCS events. This result supports the ensemble
approach taken in this paper which enables the impact of the representation ofMCSs on forecast spread, as well as on
deterministic forecast skill, to be assessed.

6 | DOWNSTREAM INFLUENCE OF MCS PERTURBATIONS: COMPARISON OF
INITIAL CONDITION AND MCS PERTURBATIONS

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the RMSD over the European subdomain (30–70◦N and 50◦W–100◦E) between
correspondingmembers from the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles for PV250 and PMSL. The overall growth of
RMSD in both output fields for all ensemblemembers clearly demonstrates that theMCS perturbations change the
forecast evolution. The RMSD evolution is similar for all ensemble members for a given field and there is a tendency for
the ranking of RMSD values among the ensemble members to be similar for both fields e.g. the greatest RMSD values at
the end of the forecasts are found for ensemblemembers 2 and 3, and ensemblemember 5 generally has the lowest
values over the forecasts for both fields. The relative lack of difference growth for ensemblemember 5, and somore
similar evolution of the forecasts with andwithout theMCS perturbations, is consistent with the lack of precipitation
simulated in the location ofMCS-A in this ensemblemember (irrespective of the addition of theMCS perturbations).
This finding of lack of difference growth wheremoist convection has not been simulated is consistent with findings from
other error growth studies showing the importance of accurate representation of moist processes (e.g. Zhang et al.,
2003; Tan et al., 2004). In particular, Zhang (2005) found that maximum error growth in an ensemble forecast with both
unbalanced and balanced ICs was found to occur in areas of active convection. For PV250 RMSD has three stages of
difference growth (Fig. 11(a)). For the first 36 h little growth occurs followed by approximately linear growth, out to at
least 72 h, and then saturation. In contrast, for PMSL the RMSD declines for about the first 12 h, then plateaus before
increasing approximately linearly until the end of the forecast (Fig. 11(b)). The initial reduction in PMSL RMSD (and lack
of growth in PV RMSD) is attributed to the damping of the effect of theMCS perturbations on the respective fields,
as would be expected in response to the insertion of unbalanced perturbations (this effect was also noted in Part 1).
The subsequent growth is attributed to the projection of the perturbations onto growingmodes at the synoptic scale
(as found for the later stages of convective perturbation growth by Zhang et al. (2007) and Selz and Craig (2015b)).
Saturation of the RMSD values for PV prior to those for PMSL (the latter not obviously saturating within the 120 h
forecast) is attributed to themore complex smaller-scale filamentary structure of PV250: larger-scale, smoother fields
require larger spatial displacement between forecasts to obtain a completemis-match between the fields and so for
saturation in RMSD. Here, consistent with previous studies, we found that in all ensemble forecasts the error growth is
maximized in the vicinity of the strongestmean PV gradient (along the Rossbywave guide; Fig. 8) and/or over the area of
active moist convection (sincemember 5 has smaller error growth), consistent with the expected reduced predictability
in these regions.
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Unlike the RMSD between corresponding members from the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles, the RMSD
increases fairly linearly with timewhen considering themembers of the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles compared
to the ensemblemean of the combined ensemble (Fig. 12). The evolution of RMSD ismore similar for corresponding
members of EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS than for different members in a given ensemble. Hence, while the addition of the
MCS perturbations changes the forecast of PV, these changes are smaller than those arising from the IC perturbations
used to create the two downscaled ensembles (consistent with the finding in Sec. 5). The larger-scale IC perturbations
causing greater differences between forecasts is consistent with Bei and Zhang (2007) who found that larger-scale
initial uncertainties generally led to larger forecast divergence. TheMCS perturbations lead to a systematic difference
in RMSD over the forecast period for most ensemble members. However, that difference is a decrease in RMSD for
somemembers (e.g. member 1) and an increase for other members (e.g. member 2). Hence, MCS perturbations do not
systematically either enhance or diminish the RMSD for all ensemblemembers. The RMSD of the Control members
of the two ensembles is smaller (at all times) than that of the othermembers implying that the Control members are
most similar to the combined ensemble mean, consistent with the IC perturbations perturbing the ensemble about the
Control member.

The correspondence ratio for PV250 and precipitation (two thresholds for both) is shown as a function of time for
the six-member EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles individually as well as for the combined 12-member ensemble in
Fig. 13(a, b: blue and black lines). Values of CR generally decrease as a function of time indicating that, as expected, the
spread of the ensemble increases with time. For surface precipitation rates (Fig. 13(b)) a diurnal cycle (withminimum
values at 18 UTC) is also evident; the spread in the ensemble increases in the afternoon as surface heating leads to
increased convection. Gebhardt et al. (2011) also calculated precipitation CR values, though for 12-member ensem-
bles created using convection-permittingmodel simulations (with 2.8-km grid spacing) with either perturbed lateral
boundary conditions, model physics perturbations or a combination of both perturbation types and for a threshold
of 0.1mmh−1 (higher than those used here). They found a rapid drop in CR down to about 0.1 over the first 12 hours
of the simulations followed by a slower reduction over the remaining 12 hours. For the same threshold for our sim-
ulations, CR is comparable at 0.07 after 12 hours for the combined 12-member ensemble (not shown) although the
structure of the time evolution is different. The much faster drop in CR in the Gebhardt et al. (2011) simulations is
likely a consequence of their use of a convection-permittingmodel: errors have been found to grow ten times faster in
convection-permitting than in convection-parametrizingmodels (Hohenegger and Schar, 2007a). The CR values are
higher for PV250 (Fig.13(a)) than for precipitation rates (for the chosen thresholds) for the same forecast times and
there is no diurnal signal in the PVCRs. The larger values (smaller spreads) are likely a consequence of the smoother
synoptic-scale structure of the PV field relative to that of the precipitation rate field (i.e. a complete mis-match between
forecasts is less likely for PV, although the results are of course threshold dependent). The evolutions of the CRswith
time (for a given field and threshold) are very similar for the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles (dotted and dashed
lines) indicating that theMCS perturbations do not strongly impact the ensemble spread of these individual ensembles.
In contrast, the CRs for the combined ensembles (solid lines) are less than those of the individual ensembles (for both
fields and all thresholds). Hence, theMCS perturbations do lead to a systematically-different evolution of the forecast
implying that theMCS perturbations create different realisations of the forecast that could be useful for operational
guidance for forecasters.

Although the analysis above shows that the addition of six additional ensemblemembers withMCS perturbations
to an ensemble of six members created using different ICs does add some spread, the question arises of how big this
additional spread is compared to that gained by, for example, a single additional ensemblemember created through
IC perturbations. The grey lines in Fig. 13(a, b) show the CR from all possible six-member ensembles created using
matched pairs of members from the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles (e.g. members 1, 2, and 3 ormembers 2, 5, and
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6 from the two ensembles). CR is increased compared to the values from the six-member EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS
ensembles, demonstrating that a six-member ensemble created solely from six IC perturbations has far greater spread
than one created from three IC perturbations with the simulations run both with and without MCS perturbations;
consistent with this, Figs. 10 and 12 show the greater impact of the IC, relative toMCS perturbations, on RMSE and
RMSD respectively. Figure 13(c, d) illustrates the relative effects of the two types of perturbations in more detail (and
the following conclusions are reached for both PV250 and precipitation rates fields, and for both thresholds used for
each field). The CR at the end of the simulations for ensembles generated using 3–6matched pairs of members from the
EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles (total ensemble size of 6–12members) can be comparedwith the equivalent CR
values from the six-member EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles. As the number of matched pairs used increases, the
ensemble spread increases (CR values decrease) as expected. The CR values for ensembles with ten ensemble members
(five matched pairs) are less than those for the six-member EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles. So, the effect on
the spread of doubling the ensemblemembers by addingMCS perturbations to all the simulations in the ensemble is
somewhat equivalent to adding a single additional ensemblemember generated using IC perturbations.

7 | CONCLUSIONS

Moist convection, such as in mesoscale convective systems, has long been known to be a source of error in NWPmodels
due to the way convection is represented by parametrization schemes ultimately leading to a loss of predictability in
the forecasts (see Sec. 1). The possible implications for ensemble weather forecasting of poor representation ofMCSs
by convection-parametrizingmodels have been explored here for a single case study using the convection-permitting
Euro4 and convection-parametrizing Global configurations of theMetUM. In the companion paper (Clarke et al., 2019)
which used the same case study, the PV anomalies associated with two MCSs, termed MCS-A and -B, that formed
over France were shown to bemore intense, even after coarse-graining to the same resolution, in the output from the
Euro4 configuration simulation than in that from the Global configuration simulation. This result suggests that the
poor representation of theMCSs by convection-parametrizingmodels can impact synoptic-scale medium-range flow
evolution. This hypothesised impactwas tested by perturbingGlobal configurationfive-day forecastswith perturbations
in winds and θ (model-accepted surrogates for PV) derived by calculating the difference between the Euro4 and Global
configuration forecasts in the region of the MCSs, so-called MCS perturbations. The impact was found to lead to
synoptic-scale modification of the downstream flow evolution, extending across the entire hemisphere by five days, and
so be a potential source of error in convection-parametrizing weather forecasts.

In the current paper, the systematic impact of theMCS perturbations and their impact on ensemble spread has
been assessed by inserting them into six Global configuration simulations downscaled from simulations generated using
theMOGREPS-G ensemble systemwith operational IC perturbations. DifferentMCS perturbations were used for each
ensemble member calculated as the differences between outputs from the Global and downscaled Euro4 configuration
simulations. Even convection-permitting models struggle to predict exactly where and how intense a givenMCSwill be
although they can providemore realism than convection-parametrizing forecasts in the general region of likelyMCS
development. Hence, the insertion ofMCS perturbations into a single deterministic convection-parametrizing forecast
will not necessarily improve that forecast. However, we hypothesize that the use of these perturbations will provide
an improved representation of the inherent uncertainty associated with anMCS (orMCSs) in an ensemble and test
that hypothesis here. An advantage of this approach using physically-derived perturbations to improve probabilistic
predictions by enhancing ensemble spread, compared to other statistically-derived approaches such as stochastic
physics perturbations (e.g. Sanchez et al., 2015), is that it maintains physically realistic structures. Precipitation in
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the region of the observedMCS-A occurred in five of the six ensemblemembers and in the region ofMCS-B in all the
members independent of the addition ofMCS perturbations. However, the perturbationsmodified the structure and
intensity of the precipitation patterns. After five days the PV250 differences due to theMCS perturbations lay along
the tropopause consistent with findings from previous studies of error growth related to the representation of moist
processes using PV-based analysis (Baumgart et al., 2019; Joos and Forbes, 2016; Schäfler andHarnisch, 2015), but
the position of these differences varied between the ensemblemembers corresponding to the different Rossbywave
structures generated by the IC perturbations. Despite this variability, the MCS perturbations have been shown to
systematically shift the location of a surface low pressure system over northern Russia, downstream of the location
where theMCS perturbations were inserted, to the west of northwest; this shift is consistent with other studies that
have found a slowed eastwards Rossby waves propagation due to intense convection (Grams and Archambault, 2016;
Quinting and Jones, 2016; Riemer et al., 2008; Rodwell et al., 2013).

Member-member RMSD calculations reveal three stages of difference growth when considering PV250 ( little
growth spatially, approximately linear growth as differences spread onto the large scale, and then saturation). These
stages are consistent with findings from previous studies of error growth (e.g Zhang et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2004; Selz
and Craig, 2015c). A different evolution occurs when considering PMSL (difference damping, plateauing and then
approximately linear growth until the end of the forecast). The initial damping of the PMSL differences is attributed to
themodel damping the unbalanced insertedMCS perturbations and the (presumed) later saturation to the larger-scale
smoother nature of the field of PMSL compared to that of PV250. The PV250 RMSD between ensemble members
and the corresponding ensemble mean reveals that the changes to the forecast arising from the IC perturbations
dominate over those arising from theMCS perturbations. This is not surprising since the IC perturbations are inserted
over the whole globe in contrast to the insertion of the MCS perturbations over a region extending from southern
UK to northern Spain; future work could compare the impact of IC and MCS perturbations inserted over the same
region. Similarly, the CRs for the fields of both PV250 and precipitation demonstrate that the MCS perturbations
do not strongly impact ensemble spread (i.e. the ensemble spread is very similar for the two ensembles with and
without the perturbations). However, the ensemble spread for the combined ensemble (memberswith andwithoutMCS
perturbations) is larger than that of the individual ensembles (i.e. has smaller CRs) implying that theMCS perturbations
have led to a systematically different evolution of the forecast. Bei and Zhang (2007) found that larger-scale, larger-
amplitude IC uncertainties generally led to larger forecast divergence than uncertainties of smaller scales and smaller
amplitudewhich further explains the fact that the ensemble ICs havemore of an impact on the differences between
members than theMCS perturbations.

Here, physically-realisticMCS perturbations have been demonstrated to grow and impact downstream ensemble
forecast evolution (in both surface and tropopause-level fields) for a five-day forecast. TheMCS perturbations enhance
the ensemble spread with the degree of enhancement from doubling the ensemble size by addingMCS perturbations to
all the forecasts comparable to that from adding a single additional ensemblemember generated through IC pertur-
bations. Other studies have found an increase in ensemble spread occurs when using a stochastic convection scheme
e.g. Groenemeijer and Craig (2012) found an improvement using the scheme of Plant and Craig (2008). This scheme
was also found to better represent the convective variability near the grid scale for deterministic forecasts (Selz and
Craig, 2015a). The GlobalMet Office ensemble (MOGREPS-G) (Bowler et al., 2008) used to include a stochastic physics
scheme called the stochastic convective vorticity (scv) scheme to represent PV anomaly dipoles similar to those typically
associatedwithMCSs. This was implemented after Gray (2001) found that the PV signatures associatedwithMCSs
were not well represented in theMetUM and this had an impact on the downstream forecast evolution. This PV dipole
consisted of an upper-level anticyclone consisting of a zero-PV core and amid-level cyclonic vortex; the scales of the
vorticies were determined by a randomised function (Bowler et al., 2008). The scv scheme was later removed and
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replaced by a stochastic kinetic energy backscatter scheme (which uses wind perturbations) as it was found to provide
little improvement to the skill of the ensemble. However, the scv did contribute to a slight increase in growth of the
spreadwithin the ensemble (Tennant et al., 2011). Shutts (2017) describes how this stochastic convective backscatter
scheme (described fully in Shutts (2015)) could be tuned to better represent model wind error produced by anMCS at
jet stream level for an ensemble forecast. We suggest that the scv scheme could have been more effective by using
winds and temperatures associated with negative PV anomalies at upper-levels instead of zero-PV anomalies since
we found in Clarke et al. (2019) that it is the negative PV anomalies at upper-level that have the largest impact on the
downstream forecast. It is apparent that taking account of the unpredictability ofMCSs (or other deep convection) and
their misrepresentation by convection-parametrizingmodels, particularly at upper levels where the largest errors may
develop due to divergent outflow from convection, is required to produce an ensemble with a large enough spread.

Our study has used physically-realistic perturbations of wind and temperatures to account for differences in the
PV field due to themisrepresentation of convection associatedwithMCSs by a convection-parametrizing ensemble.
This approach could be implemented operationally using idealisedMCS perturbations in regions whereMCSs are likely
to form (e.g. where there is large convective available potential energy) or have been diagnosed from observations
such as satellite imagery, or ’real’ MCS perturbations if convection-permitting simulations are available over suitable
regional domains. For example, we believe there would be usefulness for ∼2–3 dayWestern Europe ensemble forecasts
in re-running a global ensemble (or a fewmembers) with the inclusion of convectively-generated convection-permitting
model perturbations over the US over a convective period (ahead of the next cycle). It would require a convection-
permitting ensemble, downscaled within the global ensemble, to be run over the deep convective areas of the USA
and a large number of test cases would be needed to examine the feasibility and benet. Deterministic global weather
forecasts are of course now being run at much higher resolution than the 25-km grid spacing used here: for example the
ECMWFnow runs its deterministic model with 9-km grid spacing although their ensemble uses a coarser 18-km grid
spacing. Even global ensembles are being tested in researchmode at sub-10km (Zhang et al., 2019). However, these
resolutions are still verymuch in the convective “grey zone”, even forMCSs, and it is likely that much of the convection
will still be represented by a convection parametrization scheme and therefore be subject to the same limitations as at
coarser resolutions. Larger storms orMCSsmay be represented explicitly, but that would have to involve unphysically
wide updraughts especially during early development. Synthetic imagery from the deterministicMetUM global model
and the ECMWFmodel comparedwith satellite imagery (not shown) reveals that even at ∼10-km grid spacing large
storm anvil structures can be reduced ormissing in themodels. The benefit of using physically-realistic structures to
account for model error introduced by convection is, as noted by Shutts (2015), to avoid some of themore speculative
aspects of a stochastic physics parametrization.

The focus in this study has been onMCSs that affect France and the UK because of our access to theMetOffice’s
Euro4 configuration— a convection-permitting operational NWPmodel configuration with a relatively large domain
(for convective-permitting models) that covers this region ofMCS initiation and development. An obvious limitation of
this study is that we have used a single case study and specific model configurations. Although the Euro4 configuration
is classed as convection permitting, the 4.4-km grid spacing is in the convective grey zone. While the precipitation field
simulated at this resolution looks more realistic than that from a convection-parametrizing model, the showers are
typically too few, too intense and too organised compared to observations (Clark et al., 2016). This raises the question
of whether theMCS perturbations used in the experiments here are realistic and particularly whether they are too
large in amplitude. However, MCSs in other parts of the globe aremore frequent and intense than those over northern
Europe. For example Augustine and Howard (1991) identified 58 and 44 mesoscale convective complexes (a more
intense subset ofMCSs) in 1986 and 1987, respectively, over the US and Rodwell et al. (2013) linkedMCSs in this region
to subsequent European forecast busts. Hence, theMCS perturbations used in this study are likely to be within the
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range of reasonable magnitudes for such perturbations and an obvious future experiment is to repeat this study for
more vigorousMCS cases over a different global region. Another question is the extent to which the Global simulations
can retain the energy from the introduction of the unbalancedMCS perturbations given that they are inserted over a
single hour. An alternative approach could be to insert appropriateMCS perturbations into the ensemble forecasts at
regular intervals over a longer period e.g. spanning the time from soon after the initialisation of the Euro4 simulations
at 0600UTC 5 July (prior to this theMCS perturbations cannot be calculated) to the time of maturity of theMCSs at
about 1900UTC on the same day. This is beyond the scope of this study, but could provide benefit in that the Global
model would start adjusting to theMCS perturbations earlier and repeated inclusion ofMCS perturbationsmay help
the Global model to maintain more of the energy in these perturbations, so reducing damping. However, although
this approach may enhance the impact of the MCS perturbations on the downstream evolution, the spatial pattern
of the response is unlikely to be alteredmuch since previous studies have noted that forecast error caused by rapid
upscale error growth on convective scales from moist convection is less sensitive to the scale and amplitude of the
initial perturbations (e.g. Sun and Zhang, 2016; Zhang et al., 2007; Hohenegger and Schar, 2007b) than error growth
in baroclinic systems where the growth rate is dependant on the structure and amplitude of the initial perturbation
(Zhu and Thorpe, 2006). We also found in Clarke et al. (2019) that increasing the amplitude of the perturbations had no
impact on the spatial extent of the impact downstream, but did cause the differences to be larger inmagnitude (similarly,
also found in Zhang et al. (2003); see their Fig. 5).
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F IGURE 9 PMSL over northern Russia at 18 UTC 10 July 2012 for ensemblemember (a) Control, (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, (e)
4, and (f) 5 from the EN-NOMCS (blue contours) and EN-MCS (red contours). Each panel also shows the PMSL from the
analysis (black contours). Contours are plotted at 984, 992 and 1000 hPa though all three contours are only needed for
themore intense analysis PMSL.A
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F IGURE 10 RMSE (individual ensemblemembers and ensemblemeans compared to the six-hourly analyses) for
PMSL from 0UTC 6 July to 18 UTC 10 July 2012 calculated over the European sub-domain (30–70◦N and
50◦W–100◦E) for eachmember (thin solid lines with numbermarkers for ensemblemembers) and EN-MCS
(corresponding thick lines without markers which can be difficult to distinguish due to overlapping). The ensemble
means of the EN-NOMCS and EN-MCS ensembles are shown in thin and thick dashed lines, respectively.
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F IGURE 11 RMSD from 19UTC 5 July to 18 UTC 10 July 2012 calculated over the European sub-domain
(30–70◦N and 50◦W–100◦E) for for eachmember of EN-MCS compared to the correspondingmember of EN-NOMCS
for (a) PV250 and (b) PMSL.A
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F IGURE 12 RMSD for 250 hPa PV from 19UTC 5 July to 18 UTC 10 July 2012 calculated over the European
sub-domain (30–70◦N and 50◦W–100◦E) for eachmember EN-NOMCS (thin lines with numbermarkers for ensemble
members) and EN-MCS (corresponding thick lines without markers) compared to the ensemblemean calculated from
the combined ensemble.
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F IGURE 13 CR values calculated for the European subdomain (30–70◦N and 50◦W–100◦E). (a, b) CRs for (a)
PV250 (thresholds of 2 and 5 PVU) from 19UTC 5 July to 18 UTC 10 July 2012 and (b) surface precipitation rate
(thresholds of 0.01 and 0.025mmh−1) from 0UTC 6 July to 18 UTC 10 July 2012. CRs are shown for the EN-MCS
(dashed lines) and EN-NOMCS ensembles (dotted lines) and the combined 12-member ensemble (solid lines) for both
thresholds. CRs are also shown for all 20 possible combinations of six-member ensembles composed of threematched
pairs of EN-MCS and EN-NOMCSmembers for the lower thresholds only (grey solid lines). (c, d) CR values at 18 UTC
10 July 2012 for (c) PV and (d) precipitation rates for different total ensemble sizes. Circle symbols with error bars show
themean and range of the CR values for ensembles comprised of different numbers of matched ensemble pairs
(correspondingmembers from the EN-MCS and EN-NOMCS ensembles: 20, 15, 6 and 1 combinations for 3, 4, 5 and 6
matched pairs, respectively). Pentagon and star symbols show the CR for the six-member EN-NO-MCS and EN-MCS
ensembles, respectively (these symbols often overlap), and horizontal lines are drawn across the panels at the CR values
for the six-member EN-MCS ensemble (passing through the star symbols) to add interpretation. Note that x-axis
locations of the data are offset slightly for the two different thresholds to avoid overlapping.
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